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Shale Gale 
Spreads Equipment Opportunity... 
Here, There, Nearly Everywhere

What works? What doesn’t? 
When it comes to marketing 
that’s what dealers want to 

know. But even with the growth of 
digital marketing, these are questions 
that dealers struggle with. In a newly 
released marketing survey from AED 
and Equipment Data Associates (EDA) 
134 construction equipment dealers 
shared their insights. 
 “One of the reasons we conducted 
this study is the lack of information 
to help dealers make good marketing 
decisions,” said Ross Conroy, EDA’s 
director of digital. EDA provides 
dealers and manufacturers with 
market intelligence based on UCC-
filings. “This information can help our 
prospects and customers excel.” 

 Lacking time and sometimes data, 
dealers can find themselves in a 
quandary about where to spend their 
marketing dollars. Nowhere is this 
more evident than in Yellow Pages/
Directory Advertising usage. Seventy-
two percent of the dealers surveyed 
still use it, yet more than half of those 
who do find it “ineffective.” No one 
surveyed found it “very effective.” It’s 
an indication of just how difficult it 
can be for dealers to let go of tradi-
tional marketing methods.
 Fifty percent of the dealers surveyed 
reported their biggest marketing 
challenge is measuring return on 
investment. 
 “It takes diligence to track where 
sales leads come from,” said Conroy. 

“But the key is always measuring 
everything you do. The world is chang-
ing very quickly, and things have a way 
of becoming antiquated quickly.”

 “The problem with marketing is 
that it’s generally difficult to pinpoint 
whether something is working,” said 
Deborah Frakes, managing director of 
Winsby Inc., a marketing agency with 
several dealer clients. “Everyone wants 
to take credit for an increase in sales, 
but it’s a team effort. All we can do 
as marketers is identify targets prop-
erly and remind them about the and 
services that are offered. In the end, it’s 
up to the dealer to make it happen.”

Websites: Rated Most Effective
Dealers view websites as their most 
effective marketing tool. Fifty percent 
of respondents rate them as “very 
effective,” compared to 38 percent for 
open houses, and 37 percent for search 
engine optimization.
 Ninety-eight percent of dealers 
surveyed use a website to tell their 
story. And more than half (56%) say 
they will be increasing their invest-
ment in the website in 2014. 
 Dealers are moving beyond static 
websites. Bobcat of the Rockies, a 
Division of Berry Companies, plans 
to beta-test an auction service on 

its website through Equipment Web 
Services. “We see that used equipment 
is a driver of visitors to our website,” 
said Patrick Kelleher, the dealer’s sales 
manager. “If we take a used machine 
off our website and put it on an auction 
site, it takes views away from our site.” 
 Through an agreement with Proxi-
bid, Equipment Web Services now 
offers e-commerce capability on dealer 
websites. Dealers can send their used 
inventory to BidTraderauction.com, 
an online auction, while they continue 
to be marketed on the dealer’s website. 
Now, buyers can purchase or make 
an offer directly off of the dealer’s 

website. 
 Titan Machinery is currently updat-
ing its website and plans to make it 
mobile-friendly. “People are doing their 
research using mobile technology,” said 
Mike Hall, senior marketing manager. 
“They are not waiting for a magazine to 
come out. They are going to find their 
information in real time, and we have 
to be there.” 
 Hall’s observations are confirmed 
in a study conducted by EDA among 
subscribers to Equipment World 
magazine. Forty-four percent of end-
user respondents said the last time they 
purchased or rented from a new dealer 
they found them an online search. 
 Bobcat of the Rockies receives several 
requests for quotes from its website 
each week with traffic driven by organic 
search for used equipment. “What 
surprises us are the existing customers 
who contact us through the website 
instead of calling their sales guy,” said 
Kelleher. Research conducted by CEB 
Marketing Leadership Council (in 
partnership with Google) found that 
B2B buyers progress nearly 60 percent 
through their decision process before 
engaging a sales rep. 
 “People are trained to research 
products online. We are trying to tailor 
our marketing approach to those kinds 
of people,” said Kelleher. 

 For ADI Agency, which works 
specifically with heavy equipment and 
truck dealers, the most effective website 
isn’t necessarily the most aestheti-
cally pleasing. “An effective website is 
one that not only generates traffic but 
converts unknown visitors into leads,” 
said Raj Julka, ADI managing partner. 
“The No. 1 objective is to generate qual-
ity leads to hand off to the salesperson.” 
 “A good website is all about the user 
experience and it takes a team that 
studies and specializes in the way that 
people behave on a commercial dealer’s 
web page to really understand how to 
design an effective website,” said Lan 
Tran, product marketing manager, 
Equipment Web Services. Through 
their partnership with VisiStat, they use 
a tool called Touchmapping to analyze 
web pages and make design and website 
structure decisions based on consumer.

Open Houses and Events:  
Dealers Value Them, But What 
About End-Users?
Events showed up strong in the AED/
EDA Marketing Study. Thirty-eight 
percent of dealers surveyed rated 
open houses and other events as “very 
effective,” while 55 percent found them 
“somewhat effective.” However, on 
the EDA/Equipment World end-user 
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To put this in perspective, 

consider that the current 

federal highway program 

budgets $55.2 billion annually.

(continued on next page)

Top 10 Producing States

Unconventional energy 

supply chain gross output 

(2012 $M)

2014 2025

1. Texas

2. Louisiana $11,652

3. Pennsylvania

4. Colorado $9,059 $12,783

5. North Dakota $7,540 $6,925

6. Ohio $7,029 $11,419

7. Oklahoma $6,920

8. California $5,148 $6,175

9. Arkansas $4,718

10. Utah $3,177 $2,003


